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BUSINESS GOALS
Increase our current 20% opt-in rate on e-mail 
communications.

USER GOAL
Users have asked for more transparency regarding the 
upcoming release schedule.

RESULTS
This feature is currently in development. We’ve 
decided to use one approach for current subscribers 
and another for new subscribers. This will roll out to 
a limited number of users in order for us to assess its 
efficacy and make any needed adjustments before 
getting a wider release.

EA ACCESS

CHALLENGES
Mailing lists and login/registration are services that all 
game teams share, which limited what we can change.

ROLE & TEAM
As the UX lead, I sketched, created wireframes in 
Sketch, and storyboards and flows in PowerPoint.

Other members of the team included a visual designer, 
engineers, QA, and product managers.



SKETCHES
The kick-off meeting with design and product 
immediately sparked ideas for various approaches. 

Two options involved placing an additional screen 
during the sign-up flow, either before of after the 
checkout success screen.

A third approach aimed to get further out of the user’s 
way by requiring them to take action on a teaser 
placement.

Problems raised at this stage included the repetition of 
the opt-in message to users with brand new accounts, 
and a potential hi-jacking of the user’s intent.



FLOWS
While we had identified some pain points in the intial 
discussions, it was hard to get a feel for just how much 
they impacted the experience.

The sketched flows were formalized and storyboards 
were created to gain consensus amongst the team.



STORYBOARDS
Storyboards were created and presented with the 
flows to give all team members an idea of the context 
in which a user is presented with this experience.

Storyboards proved to be critical in designing for 
a gamepad, as it forced us to think about all of the 
individual d-pad inputs.



REVISIONS
During a presentation, a team member working on 
a different product recommended taking the third 
flow presented and putting it in a more contextually 
relevent area of the app.

Storyboards were revised to take into consideration 
new information regarding the legal requirement 
around checkboxes and a lack of filtering capabilities 
of the email lists.



BUSINESS GOALS
High-level stakeholders were curious to see if there 
was a way to clean up the app’s interface by moving 
away from the traditional iOS tab bar.

USER GOAL
Easily find specific products or services or browse 
general categories.

CHALLENGES
Using the popular hamburger menu approach 
interfered with the standard placement of the iOS back 
navigation and there was potential for the navigation 
drawer to interfere with edge gestures.

A large catalog of products presented a taxonomy that 
was both wide and deep, causing some difficulty in 
finding an approach that allowed a user to navigate via 
categories.

ROLE
As the UX lead, I conducted competitive analysis and 
created sketches, wireframes, and prototypes. 

This had been an on-going discussion at Walmart; 
I worked with UI designers, engineers, product 
managers, and other stakeholders to ensure that 
everyone’s ideas and concerns were considered.

WALMART

RESULTS
While our senior-level stakeholders loved seeing the 
variety of options, they were still hesitant to make a 
drastic change. The decision was made to stay with the 
tab bar.

This rapid iteration proved valuable by facilitating 
conversation around varied, low-fidelity approaches as 
quickly and cost-effectively as possible.



SKETCHES
During the early phase, sketching gave me a quick 
way to familiarize myself with the breadth of content, 
the hierarchy of the product catalog, and the app’s 
information architecture. It also allowed me to quickly 
identify which ideas had potential and which didn’t.



PROTOTYPES - ROUND 1
I created Axure prototypes that allowed us to test three 
options on-device.

One version used a menu button in the header to 
trigger the display of the navigation drawer. This was 
an attempt to build off of the work that our Sam’s Club 
team had done, while making the control a bit more 
apparent.

The second version tried a less conventional approach, 
creating a two-tiered navigation bar that would display 
sub-elements after the initial tap.

Finally, the third version combined the tab bar with the 
navigation drawer; using the left most item to induct 
the menu.



PROTOTYPES - ROUND 2
The first round proved to be a great conversation 
starter. Engineers had concerns around how iOS edge 
gestures would conflict with a navigation drawer, how 
a hamburger menu would work with the conventional 
iOS back navigation, and how we would deal with 
showing a user where they were in a deep navigation 
hierarchy if they browsed rather than searched.

For round two, I took a look at a possible way to handle 
category navigation by providing the user with a 
wayfinding mechanism and quick access back to any 
level of the hierarchy, which animated out of their way 
until they needed it.



PROTOTYPES - ROUND 3
After the second round, the decision was made to 
explore the navigation drawer further, but to also try 
an approach that used a drawer that dropped from the 
top rather than from the side.



BUSINESS GOALS
Mapquest was updating their back-end infrastructure, 
consolidating multiple products and code bases into 
a unified product offering, and attempting to move to 
more sustainable revenue sources.

USER GOAL
The primary goal of most Mapquest users is to get 
directions. Travel planning is an extension of that.

CHALLENGES
We wanted to try to minimize the disruption to the core 
Mapquest user. That meant making sure that driving 
directions were still easily accessible.

We were trying not to disrupt the financials too much  
while we explored new revenue sources, so  the 
redesign was handled in phases.

RESULTS
The redesign launched to 1% of Mapquest’s traffic 
shortly before I left. At that time, we were seeing an 
increase in time on-site and a lower bounce rate. The 
team was working to quickly iterate on user feedback 
while improving content and functionality. 

ROLE & TEAM
As the UX lead, I sketched, created a site map, 
and prototypes to use both in facilitating internal 
conversations as well as usability tests.

Mapquest was recovering from a lapse in UX staff.  
I researched and established external partners for  
user recruiting and the testing facility, helped write  
the screener, facilitated the test and wrote the  
findings report.

Other members of the team included two visual 
designers, two product managers, engineers, and QA.

MAPQUEST



SITE MAP
This project was in progress when I joined the team, 
but much of the vision wasn’t in a publicly shareable 
source. I made a diagram to help wrap my head 
around what I was working with. 

This was built in Axure and linked to the prototype 
pages as we built it out so that others could use it to 
quickly get to what they needed.



SKETCHES & PROTOTYPES
Becausee these pages were designed to be modular; 
sketches on paper and white boards typically 
happened at the widget-level. This was particularly true 
as we started to iterate on things and cleaned them up 
or enhanced functionality.

After sketching, I moved to Axure to build out the 
widgets and various responsive views.



USABILITY TESTING
Visual design was well underway by the time we were 
able to secure time and funding for an official usability 
test. I used the mockups that our visual designer 
provided to build a functional prototype of a loose 
travel-planning scenario. 

With this late-stage usability testing we were able to 
vet some assumptions and catch some critical issues 
that we addressed before launch.

I was able to use extra time during the sessions to 
learn more about our users travel-planning behavior. 
That research informed our decisions when designing 
upcoming projects.



DOCUMENTATION
A summary of our usability findings was quickly 
compiled and sent out to everyone in the organization 
along with the full video recordings for anyone that 
wasn’t able to attend the sessions.

We had set our UX department up in the  
sketch-to-build model in an effort to operate in a 
more Lean manner. Rather than heavy specification 
documentation, frequent conversations between 
engineering, design, and product were supplemented 
with the functional prototype.

Usability Test Report for
MapQuest.com

Local on MapQuest.com

UX Lead: Justin Paluch
303.486.4032

September 24, 2013
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TRAVEL PLANNING BEHAVIOR: 

TRAVEL PLANNING BEHAVIOR

KEY INSIGHTS: 

• Travel is a shared event. From family and friends to 

business associates, people plan, experience and share 

insights together.

• Proximity is key. While price is important, hotel selection 

was really a matter of ‘how close is it to the things I want  

to do’.

• Everybody plans, just at different levels. While only half of 

participants were creating detailed itineraries, everyone 

had at least a vague idea of what they wanted to do 

while they were in a certain neighborhood or area.

“It’s all about family, it’s all about fun.... I’ve 
always told my kids, when you get old, I 
don’t want you guys to say ‘I wish we had’, 
I want to hear ‘remember when’.”

– Ralph

“If my fiancé has anything to say about it, 
[we book] the cheapest. For me, I love 
to walk... but I want to make sure I’m not 
walking extensive miles.”

– Natalie

“I plan my trips. It depends on where I’m 
going, usually it’s pretty detailed. If I was 
going to Mexico, it probably wouldn’t be.”

– Katelyn



BUSINESS GOAL
Home911 started out as a way to make a stream-lined 
app that leveraged the core HomeAdvisor product. 
The idea was that, rather than offering all of the service 
types and content from the core app, we would make 
a version focused on the top emergency service 
categories. The business hoped to gain more exposure 
in the app store without incurring much technical debt.

USER GOAL
Find a professional to help with time-sensitive  
home repairs.

CHALLENGES
The project scope changed several times before it 
launched. At one point, it was heading toward storing 
your family’s medical and contact information. In the 
end, it was decided that it would still offer the limited 
emergency repair services, but would also offer a 
24/7 help-line option for users who needed to talk to 
someone right away.

Besides our internal struggles around the product 
definition, we also hadn’t verified that this was a 
product that people actually wanted.

RESULTS
While this standalone approach didn’t resonate with 
users, the 24/7 help-line functionality was later rolled 
into the core HomeAdvisor application and Home911 
was retired.

ROLE & TEAM
As the UX lead, I sketched, created an Axure prototype 
to test on a device, and helped write the test script.

Other members of the team included a visual designer, 
product manager, engineers, and QA.

HOME911



SKETCHES
Sketches were critical during the early phases of the 
product. The scope and functionality were changing 
from week to week. This allowed us to get a shared 
vision of various approaches without investing a lot of 
time on ideas that we found issues with.

These sketches show Home911 in its initial state as an 
emergency directory, a one-button “batman phone” 
idea, and a version that ended up being pretty close 
to its final form.
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FLOW
With the group behind a general approach,  
I fleshed out the flow to ensure that we understood 
the process and could account for all of the screens we 
would need. 



DOCUMENTATION
I facilitated a walkthrough of the prototype with visual 
design and engineering to ensure that the project 
stayed on track as it switched hands.

I also created a specifications document for QA and 
engineering so that they had a reference for all of the 
functionality on each screen.

The Specification

Page !55

!
18.EditContactInfo 

18.1.1.User Interface 

!  

18.1.2.Widget Table 

!

Footnote Interactions Description

1 OnClick: 
  Case 1: 
    Open Back in Current Window

Returns the user to the previous screen.

2 OnClick: 
  Case 1: 
    Open ContactInfo in Current Window

Returns the user to the contact information screen with the 
updated information.

!

PROTOTYPES & USABILITY TESTS
I created an Axure prototype that allowed us to test 
on an iPhone. We had new employees walk through 
scenarios and provide feedback on their experience. 

Some seemingly simple fixes would have required 
sweeping changes to the APIs (and affected our core 
products); however, we were able to incorporate the 
low-effort changes before the app moved into visual 
design and development.

“I want to have the option of them not calling me, 
because if there are that many people.... I would 
just like to be able to do the calling and the 
talking and seeing who would be the better fit.... I 
don’t want to have to keep telling people, ‘Sorry, I 
already found somebody.’”
 — test participant



BUSINESS GOALS
As part of our rebranding from ServiceMagic to 
HomeAdvisor, we updated the app to showcase the 
new brand, investigate alternative navigation methods, 
address the tablet layout, and fold in the functionality 
from our other app — Home911.

USER GOAL
Get multiple quotes on home repairs and remodels.

CHALLENGES
Adding functionality to an already fully-featured 
application meant altering the current architecture or 
changing navigation structures from the traditional iOS 
tab bar to an Android-style navigation drawer.

We didn’t do usability testing for this update. Instead, 
we relied on communication from channels like App 
Store reviews, a feedback email account, and Flurry 
analytics to inform our decisions.

RESULTS
Sketching and mid-fidelity wire-framing allowed us to 
work in a relatively lean manner. The team was able to 
explore and vet options internally before devoting a lot 
of resources to changes that may not have panned out.

ROLE & TEAM
As the UX lead, I created sketches, flows, wireframes, 
and specification documentation.

Other team members included a visual designer, 
product manager, engineers, and QA.

HOMEADVISOR



SKETCHES
We explored voice input, new treatments for surfacing 
popular categories, and alternate navigations schemes 
(moving from the iOS standard nav bar to the Android-
style navigation drawer).

We ruled out voice input due to technical and 
usability concerns. Lack of a Siri API meant that we 
could really only use the voice transcription. Without 
natural language processing, it didn’t make sense for 
our users. They would have had to conform to our 
taxonimy that had been engineered more for search 
engines than for humans.



FLOWS
The team was divided on which navigation style to 
go forward with. I created extensive flow diagrams to 
facilitate discussions with product and engineering to 
weigh the pros and cons of both options.

While I had no concerns about the discoverability and 
usability of the navigation drawer (thanks to a previous 
user test), I was concerned about us bloating the app 
with features and degrading the core experience.
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only and does not reflect final page layout, 
visual design or content
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3.0 – 24/7 Hotline

NOTE: Check live chat availability on app launch
• If live chat is available, display 3.4.1 
• If live chat is unavailable, display 3.4.2 

                    

ID Element Definition Interaction Notes

3.1 Marketing and Instructions • Element type: text
• Fixed text: see content matrix

3.2 Call button • Element type: button
• Label: See content matrix

• User action: user taps
• System response: Display 

confirmation alert
o Fixed text: See 

content matrix

3.3 Chat Hours • Element type: text
• Fixed text: see content matrix

3.4 Chat button • Element defined below

3.4 – Live Chat Button

ID Element Definition Interaction Notes

3.4.1 Live Chat Button Enabled • Element type: button
• Fixed text: see content matrix

• User action: user taps
• System response: Display 

LivePerson overlay (3.5) as 
defined by the LivePerson 
documentation.

3.4.2 Live Chat Button Disabled • Element type: button
• Label: See content matrix

3.5 – LivePerson Chat Overlay Example

3.1

3.2

3.4

3.3

3.4.1 3.4.2

DOCUMENTATION
A specification document was created so that 
engineering and QA had a cohesive reference for 
functionality and visual designs.

VISUAL DESIGN
I worked closely with our visual design team to ease 
the transition from wireframes to mockups. Giving 
them some creative leeway, while making sure the 
functionality wasn’t adversely impacted.
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